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a b s t r a c t

After successful dynamic spectrum access, cognitive radio (CR) must be able to relay
the message/packets to the destination node by utilizing existing primary system(s)
(PS) and/or cooperative/cognitive radio nodes in the cognitive radio network. In this paper,
we pioneer the exploration of the fundamental behaviors of interference between CRs and
PS in such a relay network via network coding. Interference on PS’s network capacity is
shown to be unavoidable and unbounded in the one-hop relay network. Extending to the
tandem structure, interference is unbounded but avoidable by appropriate constraints.
In cooperative relay network, interference is bounded and avoidable. Moreover, parallel
cooperative relay network can accommodate more CR transmission pairs. Such an analysis
can be generalized to arbitrary networks. We derive that interference is avoidable when at
least one route from CR’s source to the sink bypasses the bottlenecks of PS. Then under the
constraint of no interference to PS, we derive CR’s maximum network capacity in such a
network. Link allocation to achieve the maximum network capacity can be formulated and
solved as a linear programming problem. Consequently, given any network topology, we
can determinewhether CR’s interference is avoidable, andmaximize CR’s network capacity
without interfering PS’s network capacity. Simulation results on randomly generated
network topologies show that CR’s network capacity achieves on average 1.3 times of
PS’s network capacity with interference avoidance constraint, and demonstrates spectrum
efficiency at networking throughput and high availability.

© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Cognitive radio (CR) terminal based on software define
radio (SDR) technology [1] has widely drawn attention as
a key technology for future wireless communications. CR
terminal is a device which can explore the available spec-
trum to transmit on and can ‘‘adapt’’ communication to
connect to various systems. Traditionally, CR aims at uti-
lizing spectrum holes by dynamic spectrum access to
enhance spectrum efficiency [11]. With CR terminal’s abil-
ity to adapt its communication to connect to various
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systems, we can form cognitive radio network in which
various systems can be connected, and cooperate together
[2,3]. An important form of general concept of cognitive ra-
dio network is that CR terminals must be able to utilize ex-
isting primary systems (PS) and/or cooperative/cognitive
radio nodes to relay its message. We call this form of net-
work a cognitive radio relay network (CRRN) (Fig. 1). Con-
sequently CRRN is composed of the network of PS and/or
cooperative/cognitive radio nodes and the CR terminals
utilizing the network to transmit data. We call the source
in CRRN other than CR terminals a PS source, and call the
network utilized by CR the relay network. Traffic from PS
source and CR terminals coexist in the CRRN, hence PS’s
network capacity may decrease due to CR’s interference.
We analyze the fundamental behavior of CR’s interference
to know how to avoid interference to PSwhenwe facilitate
CRRN.

Although interference in dynamic spectrum access
is well studied [4,5], the fundamental behavior of the
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Fig. 1. In cognitive radio relay network, CR utilizes relay network to relay
data, hence traffic from CR and PS coexist in the relay network.

interference between CR and PS in CRRN has not yet been
studied. By extending the concept in [6], Geng applied
network coding to cognitive radio network in [8]. Geng’s
cognitive radio network is composed of ad hoc CR nodes.
However, we utilize network coding to further analyze
interference in CRRN, thus we could specify the conditions
for CR to avoid interference to PS.

In this paper, we analyze the interference between
CR and PS by examining the min-cut capacity variation
of PS in CRRN. Min-cut capacity is the capacity of a
network, which is derived in the network coding theory
[6]. Superposition coding is considered in the analysis
because CRRN is likely to adopt Decode-and-Forward
(DF) cooperation policy. That is, nodes in relay network
decode CR’s message and forward it by superimposing
CR’s message and PS’s message. We analyze under the DF
policy whether CR’s interference is avoidable or bounded
in various CRRN topologies. We start our analysis from
the simplest network: a one-hop relay network. Then we
extend our analysis to the tandem relay network. Next,
we analyze parallel structures: cooperative relay network
and parallel cooperative relay network. These network
topologies are used in cooperative communication with
network coding [9,10]. The above analysis of bounded
and avoidable interference is then generalized to arbitrary
CRRN topologies with DF cooperation policy. We aim
at avoidable interference analysis due to CR’s nature of
avoiding interference to PS. First we derive the conditions
to enable CR to avoid interference to PS in CRRN. Then
we restrict CR and PS to be uni-cast in CRRN to simplify
the maximum capacity analysis. Under the constraint of
avoiding interference to PS, we derive CR’s maximum
network capacity, and formulate the link allocation
problem to achieve the maximum network capacity as
a multi-commodity flow problem. Then we release the
constraint on uni-cast, assume PS is multicast and CR is
uni-cast, and we show that the problem of link capacity
allocation to maximize CR’s network capacity in this
situation becomes another linear programming problem.
Therefore, we can decide whether an arbitrary network
can be utilized by CR without interference and maximize
CR’s network capacity in the CRRN. Finally unavoidable
interference and interference bounded condition are also
analyzed. Then we conduct simulations on randomly
generated CRRN topologies, showing that CR can utilize the
PS network to relay without interfering with PS in 92% of
the cases, and is able to get significant network capacity
(on average 1.3 times PS’s network capacity).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next
section introduces the system model and DF cooperation
policy (superposition coding) for CRRN. We then analyze
the fundamental CRRN topologies in Section 3. Generalized
results are provided in Section 4. Simulation result is
presented in Section 5. Finally the conclusion is given in
Section 6.

2. Systemmodel

2.1. Assumptions for our CRRN

We make the following assumptions to focus our
analysis on interference in CRRN and simplify the analysis
procedures:

(1) There are one PS source, one CR source, one or a few PS
sinks, one or a few CR sinks in the CRRN we analyze.

(2) CR source does not transmit directly to its sinks. That
is, we consider only the CR traffic relayed by relay
network.

(3) The links in CRRN are uni-directional. Therefore, the
networks are able to be modeled as directed graphs.

(4) Building new links between CR nodes and nodes of
relay network does not alter the link capacity of other
links.

(5) Every edge in the relay network is contained in at
least a path from PS source to PS sink. In other words,
every link in the relay network should relay the traffic
coming from the PS source.

We denote the directed graph of network without CR
terminals which utilize the relay network G = (V , E),
V is the set of nodes in G, E is the set of links in G, and
capacity matrix R = [Rij] whose entries correspond to link
(i, j) ∈ E. Similarly, we denote the directed graph of CRRN
G′

= (V ′, E ′), capacity matrix R′
= [R′

ij] whose entries
correspond to link (i, j) ∈ E ′. Consequently, the two graphs
have following relationships:

1. V ′
= V ∪ sCR ∪ tCR, E ′

= E ∪ ECR−V ,
2. R′

ij = Rij if (i, j) ∈ E.

sCR and tCR are the set of CR source and CR sinks
correspondingly, ECR−V is the link between CR nodes and
relay network nodes. We call G = (V , E) the original
network and G′

= (V ′, E ′) the CRRN in the following
sections.

2.2. Decode-and-Forward cooperation policy: Superposition
coding

Based on the network coding theory model in [6], we
define the following components for the network code we
consider here:

1. Message set:

�PS =
{
1, . . . ,

⌈
2nhPS

⌉}
, �CR =

{
1, . . . ,

⌈
2nhCR

⌉}
.
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2. Encoding functions on each link:
For the links which do not relay message from CR:

fij :

∏
(i′,i)∈E′

Ai′ i → Aij. (1)

For the links that relay both CR’s and PS’s messages:

fij,PS :

∏
(i′,i)∈E′

Ai′ i,PS → Aij,PS (2)

fij,CR :

∏
(i′,i)∈E′

Ai′ i,CR → Aij,CR. (3)

For the links which connect node i to sink:

gi :

∏
(i′,i)∈E′

Ai′ i → Ai. (4)

3. Decoding in sinks
For PS

gPS :

∏
i

Ai → �PS (5)

and for CR

gCR :

∏
i

Ai → �CR. (6)

Message sets for PS and CR are �PS and �CR. Sources
uniformly choose an index from their sets then transmit it
on the network. n is the block code length, hPS and hCR are
code rates, fij is the encoding function on link (i, j). In our
CRRN, relay nodes decode messages from PS and from CR
separately and superimpose them to transmit on the links.
So the encoding functions of the links that relay both CR’s
and PS’s messages are fij,PS and fij,CR, and they separately
code CR and PS’s messages. Then Aij = Aij,PS × Aij,CR would
be sent on link (i, j). According to these settings, the code
rate on each link (i, j) which relays both data from CR and
PS is

Rij = n−1 log2
∣∣Aij

∣∣ = n−1 log2
∣∣Aij,PS

∣∣ + n−1 log2
∣∣Aij,CR

∣∣. (7)
This is called superposition coding. This coding scheme
superimposes the two network codes together. Although
superposition coding sometimes cannot achieve multi-
source network capacity bounds derived in [7], we use it
because it is probably not feasible to jointly compress and
code messages from PS and CR. And we do not need to
alter PS’s network code in CRRN if PS’s network capacity
is maintained. In other words, in CRRN, PS can use the
same network code as if CR terminals do not connect to the
network under superposition coding. Superposition coding
is a DF cooperation policy.

2.3. Network capacity under DF cooperation policy

Under the DF cooperation policy, for those links which
contain both traffic from CR and PS, we can denote the
capacity of the link Rij = Rij,CR + Rij,PS , while Rij,CR > 0
and Rij,PS > 0. By the network coding theory, under our
settings, we can derive network capacity by calculating the
min-cut capacity respective to PS and CR.

We analyze interference by the following procedures.
First, we want to derive the network capacity v of original
network, G = (V , E) and R = [Rij]. Then we can derive
the network capacity of PS vp, the network capacity of CR
vCR, and the total network capacity vt = vPS + vCR in the
CRRN, G′

= (V ′, E ′) and R′
= [R′

ij]. Thus we are able
to know the conditions enabling us to achieve vPS = v
and vCR > 0, which means CR’s interference is avoidable.
Moreover, we want to maximize vCR and maintain vPS = v
by appropriately allocating link capacity. We can also
derive whether vPS is always larger than zero under any
link capacity allocation. If yes, we call the interference as
bounded.

3. Network capacity analysis on fundamental CRRN
topologies

In different CRRN topologies, CR under the DF coop-
erative policy may cause interference to PS to different
extents. Depending on topology and link capacity, CR’s
interference can be avoidable and unavoidable, bounded
and unbounded. We analyze these interference proper-
ties in the following fundamental topologies, and gener-
alize these analyses to arbitrary topologies in the next sec-
tion. We set the capacity of links between relay nodes and
sources or sinks to be infinite. Hence we can focus on the
interference on relay network.

3.1. One-hop relay network and tandem relay network

We start from the simplest topology analysis: one-hop
relay network. There is only one link in this network.
Intuitively, as long as CR is transmitting, PS would be
interfered by CR’s transmission, and not able to transmit
if CR occupies full link capacity. Therefore, interference is
unavoidable and unbounded in this network.

A tandem relay network is formed by connecting relay
nodes in series. The network capacity of such a network is
constrained by the smallest link capacity among all links.
Hence CR can connect to the network and transmit through
those links other than the smallest capacity one, i.e. if b > a
in Fig. 2(b). Unless we allocate toomuch capacity to CR in a
link so that the link becomes the smallest capacity link for
PS, CR will not interfere with the transmission of PS, hence
the interference is avoidable. However, if CR occupies full
capacity in any link, PS cannot transmit anything by this
relay network. Therefore, CR’s interference is unbounded
if we do not put any constraint on it.

3.2. Cooperative relay network

We form a cooperative relay network by adding a
cooperative relay node (node 2 in Fig. 3), thus there are
three links and two cuts in the network.

3.2.1. Network capacity of original network (Fig. 3(a))
Let the capacity of link (1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 3) be a, b, c

correspondingly. The cuts of PS are {(1, 2), (1, 3)}, {(2, 3),
(1, 3)}. Network capacity in this PS network is:
v = min(a + b, b + c). (8)

3.2.2. Network capacity analysis of CRRN (Fig. 3(b))
In cooperative relay network, we connect CR sink to

node 2, the cooperative relay node. Denote the network
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Fig. 2. (a) one-hop relay network (b) tandem relay network.

Fig. 3. Cooperative relay CRRN topologies: (a)Original network (b) CRRN:
One CR source and one sink.

capacity of CR vCR, capacity of PS vPS , and the total network
capacity of CRRN (CR plus PS) vt .

The cut of CR is (1, 2). Network capacities of PS and CR
are:

vPS = min(a − vCR + b, b + c), vCR ≤ a. (9)

If a + b > v, vCR can be larger than zero while vp = v.
Under this condition,

vPS =

{
a − vCR + b if vCR ≥ a − c
v if vCR < a − c , vPS, vCR > 0 (10)

vt =

{
a + b if vCR ≥ a − c
v + vCR if vCR < a − c. (11)

If we set v = vp,we know that

vCR ≤ a − c. (12)

Hence a − c is the maximum network capacity of CR
when v = vPS . Note that vCR ≥ 0, therefore, we always
have vPS ≥ b. This shows that interference of CR to PS
is bounded in this case. Under this setting, namely, one
CR source and one CR sink, situations are the same when
we add them in (2, 3), just change a to c in the previous
analysis.
Fig. 4. Parallel cooperative relay CRRN topologies: (a) Original network.
(b) CRRN: One CR source and two CR sinks.

From the above analysis, if CR’s message is relayed by
the links that do not belong to min-cut of PS, then CR’s
interference to PS is avoidable. Moreover, the interference
to PS is bounded in this case. Such observation results from
that adding cooperative relay node creates a new route and
more cuts, hence CR’s interference to PS is avoidable and
bounded.

In this case, there are two scenarios of the relationship
between CR’s and PS’s network capacity. When CR’s
network capacity does not reach its maximum value yet,
we can increase CR’s network capacity without altering
PS’s network capacity. After reaching the maximum value
of CR’s network capacity, network capacities of CR and PS
can be allocated in a certain range, but the capacity we add
to CR is equal to the capacity we subtract from PS, and vice
versa.

3.3. Parallel cooperative relay network

So far we have considered only one CR sink. Now we
extend our analysis to multiple CR sinks to investigate the
interference. In cooperative relay network,we add an extra
cooperative relay node (node 2 in Fig. 3), and only one
CR sink can be added in under the constraint of avoiding
interference to PS. Now we add another node (node 3 in
Fig. 4(a)) in to form a cooperative relay structure parallel
to the original one. Thenwe add another CR sink into CRRN
(Fig. 4(b)). In this topology, we have four cuts, each with
two links.

3.3.1. Network capacity of original network (Fig. 4(a))
Let the capacity of link (1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 4), (3, 4), (1, 4)

be a, b, c, d, e correspondingly. The cuts of PS are {(1, 2), (1,
3), (1, 4)}, {(2, 4), (3, 4), (1, 4)}, {(1, 2), (3, 4), (1, 4)}, {(1, 3),
(2, 4), (1, 4)}. Network capacity of this network is:

v = e + min(a + b, c + d, b + c, a + d). (13)

3.3.2. Network capacity analysis of CRRN (Fig. 4(b))
The cuts of CR are {1, 2}, {1, 3}. Network capacities of PS

and CR are:

vPS = min(a + b − 2vCR, a − vCR + d, b − vCR + c, c + d)
+ e, vCR ≤ min(a, b). (14)

Therefore, if a + b, a + d, b + c > v that is, a > c, b > d,
then vCR can be larger than zero while vPS = v.
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Under this condition and assuming a+d > b+ c,we have

vPS = e +

{a + b − 2vCR if vCR > b − d, vCR > a − c
b − vCR + c if vCR > b − d, vCR < a − c
c + d if vCR < b − d, vCR < a − c

(15)

vt = +

{a + b − vCR if vCR > b − d and vCR > a − c
b + c if a − c > vCR > b − d
c + d + vCR if vCR < b − d and vCR < a − c.

(16)

These cases are symmetric to a + d < b + c . If we set
vPS = v, we have

vCR = min(a + d, b + c)− v. (17)

This topology can accommodate two CR sinks in the
two parallel relay nodes, and CR’s interference is still
avoidable and bounded. We can inference that more CR
sinks can exist in parallel cooperative relay CRRN due
to the parallel structure created by cooperative relay
nodes. However, in two CR sinks and one PS sink case,
increasing network capacity of CR may possibly decrease
total network capacity. This is due to the two links
connecting to two CR sinks belonging to the same min-cut
of PS in this case. Therefore if we increase CR’s network
capacity by x, then we decrease PS’s network capacity by
2x, thus total network capacity is decreased by x. But if we
appropriately choose the network capacity of CR, we still
can improve total network capacity and avoid interference
to PS.

4. Generalized results

From the above analysis, we can observe some cru-
cial relationships between interference properties and net-
work topologies. We list the observations below.

� Avoidable interference
(1) In one-hop relay network, the interference is

always unavoidable because the min-cut includes
all the edges in the network.

(2) In tandem relay network, if the cut of CR is
not included in the min-cut of PS, interference is
avoidable.

� Bounded interference
(3) Interference in cooperative relay network is

bounded due to the fact that CR cannot occupy all
edges in any cut of PS.

� Multiple CR sinks
(4) In parallel cooperative relay structurewithmultiple

CR sinks, the above properties still hold, but total
network capacity in CRRN may decrease when
the constraint on avoiding interference to PS is
released.

Then we generalize the above observations to arbitrary
network topologies under DF cooperation policy. In the
following analysis, we denote the network capacity of CR
vCR, the network capacity of PS vPS , the network capacity
of original network v, and total network capacity in CRRN
vt = vPS+vCR.We first elaborate the avoidable interference,
then release the constraint on avoiding interference and
analyze unavoidable interference and finally derive the
condition for bounded interference.
4.1. Avoidable interference

In most cases, CR tries to utilize communication
resource under the constraint of avoiding interference to
PS. Hence we would emphasize this part and provide most
details about how CR can avoid interferencewhen utilizing
PS to relay. Lemma 1 derives the condition for the relay
network topologies, and Theorem 1 further derives the
condition for CRRN topologies based on Lemma 1. In these
network topologies, we derive CR’s maximum network
capacity in uni-cast PS network in Theorem 2, and then
provide algorithms to achieve CR’s maximum network
capacity in both uni-cast PS and multicast PS. Finally we
briefly analyze the total network capacity variation when
CR begins interfering with PS.

4.1.1. Conditions on network topologies

Lemma 1. Given that every link belongs to at least one min-
cut in the CRRN. In such CRRN, if vPS = v, then vCR = 0.

Proof. Denote the set of PS cutsϕ,ϕcontains all the PS cuts
whose capacities are equal to v. And the capacity of a cut c
is denoted R(c) in the original network and R(c) in CRRN.
Suppose

⋃
ci∈ϕ

ci = E. If vCR > 0, there is at least one link
(i, j) such that Rij,CR > 0. The link capacity of PS on edge
(i, j) becomes

R′

ij,PS = R′

ij − Rij,CR = Rij − Rij,CR < Rij. (18)

This edge (i, j) must belong to some cut ci in ϕ. Because
R′

ij,PS < Rij, we have R′(ci) < R(ci). Therefore, we can infer
vPS = R′(ci) < R(ci) = v. Hence there is a contradiction.
Thus our lemma is proved. �

Theorem 1. Set vp = v. Then vCR > 0 if and only if there is
no cut contained in the edge set that contains all min-cuts of
PS.

Proof. We first prove the ‘‘if’’ part. Let link set ϕp =

{ei|ei belongs to any cut whose capacity = vPS}, let the set
of cutsψCR include all cuts of CR, and let hPS be the smallest
PS cut capacity among the PS cuts not belonging to ϕPS .

If ci 6⊂ ϕPS for all ci ∈ ψCR, allocate small capacity
hPS−v

m > 0 to CR in every link ei 6∈ ϕp. Let m be the number
of edges in the relay network. Not more than m edges can
belong to the same cut, hence the capacity of every element
in ψCR is larger than or equal to hPS − m ×

hPS−v
m . Hence

vPS = v, vCR ≥
hPS−v

m > 0.
Then we prove the ‘‘only if’’ part. Assume vCR = ∆ > 0,

then the capacity of every element in ψCR is larger than or
equal to∆. But vPS = v, so link capacity for every element
in ϕp allocates no capacity to CR, hence ci 6⊂ ϕPS for all
ci ∈ ψCR. �

Note that the ‘‘only if’’ part may not be necessarily
true if we consider compress-and-relay cooperative policy
instead of DF cooperative relay policy.

4.1.2. CR’s maximum network capacity and link capacity
allocation algorithms in PS uni-cast network

Then we derive CR’s maximum network capacity under
the constraint of avoiding interference to PS. To simplify
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the problem, we first consider only one PS sink and one CR
sink whenwe derive CR’s maximum network capacity. We
define the cut of CRRN to mean the edge set that divides
the CRRN into two disconnected networks, one contains
CR source and PS source, the other contains CR sink and
PS sink. Consequently, a cut of CRRN must contain CR cut
and PS cut. In Section 2, we assumed that every edge in
the relay network is contained in at least one path from PS
source to PS sink. According to this assumption, every cut
of CRRN is a cut of PS.

Theorem 2. Let vPS = v. CR’s maximum network capacity
in CRRN is the CRRN’s minimum cut capacity minus original
network capacity.

Proof. Let CRRN’sminimum cut capacity be vCRRN . Accord-
ing to [12], we can add a supersource connected to CR
source and PS source and a supersink connected to CR sink
and PS sink, hence the network capacity of the supersource
is vCRRN , and vPS + vCR = vCRRN . Therefore

vCR = vCRRN − vPS = vCRRN − v. (19)

Thus our lemma is proved. �

After we derive CR’s maximum network capacity, we
should find a way to allocate link capacity to achieve CR’s
maximum network capacity without interfering with PS.
The link allocation problem in CRRN can be formulated as
a multi-commodity flow problem [13–15]. The messages
from CR and PS are the commodities, and CR’s maximum
network capacity vCRRN − v and PS’s network capacity v
are the commodities’ demands (i.e. flow value). Therefore,
we can allocate link capacity to achieve CR’s maximum
network capacity by solving the multi-commodity flow
problem through linear programming [16].

4.1.3. Link capacity allocation algorithms to achieve CR’s
maximum network capacity in PS multicast network

Then we release the assumption of uni-cast, let PS be
multicast and CR still uni-cast. For amulticast network, the
network capacity is limited by its min-cut capacity. Hence
we can formulate the problem of maximum network
capacity of CR by extending the multi-commodity flow
problem.

Proposition 1. In CRRN of multicast PS and uni-cast CR,
the problem of link allocation to achieve maximum network
capacity can be formulated as a linear programming problem.

We show Proposition 1 is true in the following. We
consider the flow from PS source to each sink separately.
Every flow should exceed or at least equal v to guarantee
v = vPS . Then we choose the maximum flow among the
flows to each PS sink on each edge to be the link capacity
allocated to PS, and maximize CR’s network capacity.

Now we can show that this problem can also be
formulated as a linear programming problem. We change
the notation of original network capacity from v to a
in order to distinguish it from the notation of vertices
v. Hence our link allocation algorithm in PS multicast
network can be formulated as follows. sPS and sCR denote
the sources of PS and CR, tPSl and tCR denote the sinks of PS
and CR (PS has multiple sinks), fPSi and fCR denote the link
capacity (flow) allocated to PS and CR, and v denote the
relay nodes.

The linear programming problemof link allocation in PS
multicast CRRN is summarized as follows.
Maximize∑
v∈VCRs

fCR(s, v), VCR = V − {tPSl|l = 1 . . . k} (20)

subject to

(i)
∑
v∈Vis

fPSi(sPS, v) ≥ a

Vis = V − {sCR, tCR, tPSl|l = 1 . . . k}
(21)

(ii)
∑
v∈Vi

fPSi(u, v) = 0 where

Vi = V − {tCR, tPSl|l = 1 . . . k except i}
u ∈ V − {sCR, sp, tCR, tPSl|l = 1 . . . k}

(22)

(iii)
∑
v∈VCR

fCR(u, v) = 0 where

VCR = V − {tPSl|l = 1 . . . k}
u ∈ V − {sCR, sPS, tCR, tPSl|l = 1 . . . k}

(23)

(iv) fPSi(u, v) = −fPSi(v, u) (24)

(v) fCR(u, v) = −fCR(v, u) (25)

(vi) fPSi(u, v) ≤ c(u, v)− fCR(u, v) for i = 1 . . . k. (26)

We can solve the above linear programming by many
well-known algorithms such as the simplex algorithm.

The above results provide us with a framework to
form the CRRN in which CR can avoid interference to PS.
Lemma 1 shows that the original network should have
links not on the bottleneck of the network. Min-cut is the
bottleneck of a network. Theorem 1 derives the condition
that CR should satisfy: min-cuts of PS should not include
any cut of CR. That is, we should be able to find at
least one route from CR’s source to sink that does not go
through the bottlenecks of PS. Lemma 1 and Theorem 1
give us a complete characterization of CRRN topology.
Given theCRRN’s topology and assuming PS andCRare uni-
cast, Theorem 2 gives us CR’s maximum network capacity
under the constraint of avoiding interference to PS. This
is the upper bound of the resource in terms of network
capacity that CR can get by utilizing relay network. Then
we formulate the link allocation problem to achieve CR’s
maximum network capacity as a multi-commodity flow
problem, which can be solved by linear programming
algorithms. Finally we extend ourwork tomulticast PS and
uni-cast CR, showing that the CR maximum capacity link
allocation problem is still a linear programming problem
hence can be solved accordingly.

4.1.4. Total network capacity variation corresponding to CR
interfering with PS

We investigate the variation of total network capacity
corresponding to the variation of CR’s network capacity
when CR begins to interfere with PS. By Theorem 2, CR’s
min-cut must be contained in PS’s min-cut which is also
CRRN’s min-cut when the maximum network capacity is
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achieved. Hence small variation of link capacity allocation
without changing the positions of CR’s min-cut and PS’s
min-cut would not change total network capacity. Total
network capacity is still CRRN’smin-cut capacity. Butwhen
we consider that CR is multicast, variation of link capacity
allocation may decrease the total network capacity, which
is stated in the following lemma.

Lemma 2. If CR is multicast and PS is uni-cast in CRRN,
increasing allocation of network capacity to CR decreases total
network capacity if the links of different min-cuts of different
sinks of CR occupy more than one link belonging to the same
min-cut of PS.
Proof. We only prove the case of 2 CR sinks and occupying
2 links belonging to the same min-cut of PS. Other cases
are the trivial extensions of this proof. Denote the two
links belonging to different CR’s min-cuts e1, e2, and these
two links belong to the same PS min-cut ϕ1. Let capacity
allocation of link ei be cei = cei,PS + cei,CR. Now, if we
increase link capacity allocated to CR on e1 and e2 by δ > 0,
we have

cei = (cei − δ)+ (cei,CR + δ) for i = 1, 2. (27)

Because e1 and e2 are on the min-cut of different sinks of
CR and belonging to the same min-cut of PS, we have

v′

CR ≤ vCR + δ. (28)

v′

PS = vPS − 2δ. (29)

v′

t = v′

CR + v′

PS ≤ vCR + vPS − δ < vt . (30)

The inequality in (28) is due to that there may be another
CR’s min-cut other than to which e1 and e2 belong. By (30),
total network capacity of CRRN is decreased by at least
δ. �

4.2. Unavoidable interference

Next we investigate CR’s interference to PS when the
interference is unavoidable. We restrict our discussion to
small capacity allocation to CR, and estimate the bound of
capacity interference to PS. The idea and the proof of the
following lemma come from the proof of Theorem 1 with
some modifications.

Lemma 3. Assume CR’s interference is unavoidable. Let link
set ϕp = {ei|ei belongs to any cut whose capacity = vPS}.
There arem cuts of CR contained inψPS . Then CR’s interference
to PS’s network capacity is bounded by vCR × m, under the
constraint that ψPS is not altered by allocating link capacity
to CR.
Proof. Assume CR’s cuts in ψPS are not overlapped. We
allocate link capacity to CR to achieve some small network
capacity vCR under the constraint that ψPS is not altered.
Therefore, PS min-cuts are still contained in original ψPS ,
and there are m CR’s cut getting vCR link capacity in ϕp.
Assume these CR’s cuts are contained in only one PS min-
cut, then this cut’s capacity will be decreased by vCR × m,
and PS’s network capacity decreases proportionally. If
we release the assumption of non-overlapping CR’s cuts
or interference on only PS min-cut, interference will be
distributed and the effects on network capacity will be
decreased. Consequently, the interference will be bounded
by vCR × m under our assumptions. �
4.3. Bounded interference

Nowwe investigate the condition for bounded interfer-
ence generalized from the observations.

Lemma 4. CR’s interference to PS is bounded if the edge set
which is a union of all CR’s paths does not contain any of PS
cut.

Proof. We state that CR occupying all the links on all its
paths between its source and sinks is the worst case for PS.
If the edge set which is a union of all CR’s paths does not
contain any of PS cut, min-cut capacity of PS is larger than
zero even in the worst case. Hence PS’s network capacity is
always larger than zero. In other words, CR’s interference
is bounded. �

In the networks satisfying the above condition, PS
can always maintain its transmission even when CR
transgresses the access etiquette.

5. Simulation results

In this section, we present the simulation results of our
algorithm applied on randomly generated CRRN topolo-
gies. We conduct simulations on randomly generated
CRRN topologies in a 7 by 7 grid graph, as in an example
shown in Fig. 5(a). The relay nodes appear on each grid
point on the graph with probability 0.5. We consider the
multicast PS with one source and two sinks, and uni-cast
CR, one source and one sink, as shown in Fig. 5(a).

Simulation parameters are set up as follows. The ca-
pacity on each link is a randomly selected integer from
an interval (1, 3). Link exists between two nodes if their
distance is smaller than 2 in terms of grid in the graph.
Our algorithmexecutes on 1000 randomly generated CRRN
topologies. The histogram of numerical result ratio of CR’s
maximum network capacity to PS’s network capacity is
shown in Fig. 6. We use the ratio to present our result
to show a comparison between PS’s communication re-
source and CR’s communication resource. Ratio−0.5 is de-
fined for CR’s maximum network capacity being zero. Sim-
ulation results show that CR can utilize PS to relay pack-
ets with probability 92% among randomly generated CRRN
topologies. We also can observe that the cases in which
CR can get network capacity equal to or with small dif-
ference with PS’s network capacity occur most frequently.
And on average, CR’s network capacity is 1.3 times of PS’s
network capacity to enhance spectrum efficiency at net-
working throughput. By this result,we are able to knowap-
proximately the probability distribution of CR’s maximum
network capacity when it utilizes PS network to relay.

Investigating in the CRRN topologies in which CR
acquires higher network capacity, we can observe that
either PS’s network capacity is constrained by one or a
few small min-cuts (Fig. 5(b)) or the distance between CR’s
source and sink happens to be small (as in an example in
Fig. 5(c), CR only needs to go through one or two hops
inside the relay network to reach its sink as marked in
the network).We can intuitively infer these characteristics
fromour theoretical results. If the number of PSmin-cuts is
small and their capacities are small, PS can use only a small
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Fig. 5. (a) Example of randomly generated CRRN network topologies (b) An example for PS’s network capacity being constrained by a small min-cut (c)
An example of small distance CR (one or two hops inside relay network between source and sink in this case).
Fig. 6. Thehistogramof the ratio of CR’s network capacity to PS’s network
capacity.

amount of resource in the network. Consequently, CR has
more opportunities to utilize such resource. On the other
hand, if CR utilizes fewer hops in CRRN, it is able to utilize
more resource in those hops if such hops are not on the
bottlenecks of PS. In these situations, we can allocate more
capacity to CR without interfering with PS. CR may have
maximum network capacity zero because of the condition
stated in Theorem 1 or there is no route existing between
CR source and sink.

By our simulation results, we know that CR can
successfully utilize PS network to relay with significant
network capacity gain in most of the randomly generated
CRRN topologies.
6. Conclusion

In this paper, we analyze the interference characteris-
tics corresponding to network topologies when CR utilizes
PS to relay in CRRN. When CR utilizes PS to relay, we adapt
the DF cooperative policy. We start from fundamental
network topologies to see whether CR’s interference is
avoidable and bounded. We derive that interference is un-
avoidable in one-hop relay, avoidable but unbounded in
tandem network, and bounded in cooperative relay struc-
ture. Then we extend this to the multiple CR sink case in
parallel cooperative relay network. When generalizing the
theoretical results, we put emphasis on avoidable analy-
sis due to CR’s nature of avoiding interference to PS. First
we derive the generalized condition on CRRN topologies
for CR’s interference to be avoidable:min-cuts of PS should
not include any cut of CR. Hence we should have at least
one route of CR that bypasses the bottlenecks of PS when
designing CRRN. In these kind of topologies, we derive CR’s
maximum network capacity in PS uni-cast CRRN under the
constraint of avoiding interference to PS. We also show
that link capacity allocation to achieve maximum network
capacity can be formulated as a linear programming prob-
lem in both uni-cast and multicast PS. When CR tran-
scends interference constraint, we describe total network
capacity variation corresponding to CR’s network capacity
variation. We then analyze unavoidable interference and
estimate the bound of interference in a small CR network
capacity range. Finally,wederive the generalized condition
on CRRN topologies for CR’s interference to be bounded.
We simulate the randomly generated CRRN topologies
and execute our link allocation algorithm to derive CR’s
maximum network capacity. On average, CR’s maximum
network capacity is 1.3 times PS’s network capacity.
By our analysis on interference characteristics in CRRN,
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routing and scheduling can be developed to enhance net-
work efficiency of applying CRRN. Therefore, CRs using
PS to cooperatively relay packets are shown to achieve
spectrum efficiency at networking throughput and at high
availability.
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